
Staff Meeting



Since April 10 we’ve been doing some of this:



BEFORE
Can you see the waste?



BEFORE AFTER



AFTER



eliminated transporting things 
from one side to the other

when you see better what you have in stock 
you don’t “over order”

no clutter = less breaking of products 

how much time is saved by not having to  
move things around/having to look for things?

What was improved?



BEFORE



AFTER



eliminated transporting things 
from one side to the other

Now that the clamps are on 
racks they are more mobile 
Less motion to retrieve/ place 
back

no more waiting for Mario to get  
out of the way

What was improved?





BEFORE

AFTER



No more moving pages 
around and flipping through 
pages

What was improved?

No more flying pages 







BEFORE

AFTER



Next on Agenda 

1. Safety : leaning against walls 
2. Better Ventilation Finishing 
3. organizing 
4. Washrooms 
5. sanding cart 
6. sanding paperwork 
7. buying a BLUM hinge Boring 
8. buying a wrapping machine 



1. SAFETY 

- Luci was cleaning the other night when a pile of sheets fell down 
nearly avoiding crushing her foot. She was there after hours, by 
herself. It could have been hours till someone would’ve looked for 
her



2. VENTILATION  

Jeff and Anja’s place needs to be better ventilated 
Rick said so and also Anna (our outsourced 
finisher) noticed there is bad ventilation leading to 
poor air quality

IDEAS?!



3. organizing 
Currently Nicu , Monika and Yoshi are working on reorganizing the 
Shipping receiving area. In the future Vinicius will do the receiving 
It needs to be so organized that if we send Sandu or Luci to get a box of  
glass for the Legraboxes for Kentwood they should be able to immediately 
recognize what and where it is. No more asking around for items! 

BEFORE



1. we should have individual storage (ex. - Iacob, Mario, Violeta, Cipi, 
Nicu, Peter  have their own  ) 

2. then we should have storage for common goods - please tell me what 
goes in this one (DAP, screws,glue etc) people should only have 1 can 
of glue for ex. that way we know when we need to reorder and don’t 
have excess inventory 

3. then we should have storage for not so common goods (like these 
blind shelf supports , the thing Anja was looking for yesterday was it 
drywall putty?)

So:  
1. we know that individual storage is at each station 
2. commond goods storage: could it be by Nicu’s?or could it be at Sandu’s? 
3. not so common goods storage: where?



PS if don’t leave stuff like this lying around,  
please take it to the cardboard recycling/garbage 



4. Washrooms 
Please check the cleaning schedule and keep 
clean the washroom when it’s your week



5. SANDING CART

Radu made a cart for the sanded parts that 
go to Ana. The idea of forklifting the cart was 
good and it worked but Mike suggested 
using a cart that has air filled tires,has an 
under carriage for the forklift forks and is A 
frame





6. SANDING PAPERWORK 

SANDING LISTS 

Figure out the list for sanding 
the parts 

- will there be one large sheet 
containing CNC, custom parts, 
edgeband)?

- what will be on the list?


last week Sandu and Luci noticed that 4 doors were 
NOT on his list so they inquired and it turns out

doors were forgotten to be made. They were quickly 
made and the job went out without missing parts


GOOD JOB!



7.buying a BLUM hinge Boring 





8. Buying a wrapping Machine



Option A 40” diameter Option B 80” diameter

+ infinite length. 

too small?

+ infinite length. 
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option C custom built with conveyor 

overkill?


